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Factories of the future embrace breakthroughs…



970 Mio €

investments  
(2012-2018)

17% Increase in 
employment 

38 Factory of the 
Future Award Winners

… and they do create jobs.



… and they do create jobs.

CESifo Working Paper nr. 7608 

1.900 Spanish 

manufacturing 

companies active in 

20 different industries



First simplify, then automate/digitize !

Set of “tools” to simplify/optimize current processes (production, logistics, 
planning, …)

▪ Lean Manufacturing to standardize processes and reduce waste

▪ Quick Response Manufacturing (QRM) to reduce lead times

▪ …

Factory of the Future : what’s in a name?



Planning before QRM
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Planning after QRM
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From command & control         to   self regulation

Richer man-machine work patterns by improving autonomy & self-
regulation of tasks



✓ Bring control tasks to the lowest possible level

✓ Create combined, flow oriented tasks

✓ Don’t move information to authority, move authority
to information

From complex organisations & simple tasks
towards

simple organisations & complex tasks
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38 Belgian Factories of the Future in 6 years …

2020



… covering different sectors.



ADMA initiative
Accompanying manufacturing SME’s towards Factories of the Future

EASME/COSME/2017/018

Contract number : 2017/S 152-3140



TOP 10 challenges for SME’s (2019)

❑ Attract & develop talent - right qualification of the workforce & level of (expert) knowledge

❑ Attract & develop talent - smart connection of employees with technology
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TOP 10 challenges for SME’s (2019)
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❑ Change mindset - employees’ willingness to change towards a more automated, digital way of working

❑ First time right - move faster and smarter from concept to realisation

❑ Entering the digital era - provide real time information on shopfloor

❑ Entering the digital era - a clear strategy to generate added value from (machine) data

❑ Create new business opportunities - discover and execute servitisation opportunities

❑ Create new business opportunities - how to realise new eco systems with supply chain partners

❑ Create new business opportunities - value creation through sustainability & resource efficiency

strong need for use cases and best practices

+



ADMA at a glance
www.adma.ec
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… each with 5 maturity levels for every subtopic …

e.g. End-to-End Customer Focussed Engineering :



Sensitivity: Internal

Smart manufacturing Level 4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AO5nbbNjZEw&t=10s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AO5nbbNjZEw&t=10s


ADMA scan

Transformation
plan

Implementation
plan

ADMA at a glance
www.adma.ec



ADMA scan

Transformation
plan

Implementation
plan

highlight the company’s 

transformation maturity





ADMA scan

Transformation
plan

Implementation
plan

Identify step change 

opportunities within  selected 

transformation areas
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ADMA scan

Transformation
plan

Implementation
plan

Identify & analyse solutions for 

challenges and matching 

objectives within selected 

transformation areas
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Sensitivity: Internal

Some practical insights
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Sensitivity: Internal

Thank you for your attention

www.adma.ec
@ADMAeurope

#ADMAeurope


